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Distech Controls Wins Silver Consulting-

Specifying Engineer Award 

[Brossard, Canada, June 3 , 2024] – Distech Controls™, an innovation leader connecting people with intelligent 

building solutions, is proud to announce that its intelligent edge controller, ECLYPSE APEX, has been voted among 
the best new products of 2023 by subscribers of Consulting-Specifying Engineer and has been honored with a 

prestigious Silver Award in the Control Systems category.  

The Consulting-Specifying Engineer‘s Product of the Year Awards is the premier scheme for new products in the HVAC, 

fire/life safety, electrical, and plumbing systems engineering markets. The annual reader-choice program was created 
to provide Consulting-Specifying Engineer‘s readers with information about the top new product in their fields. 

“We are incredibly proud to receive this prestigious Silver Award,” comments Charles Pelletier, Vice President, Product 

Management at Distech Controls “This accolade recognizes Distech Controls’ commitment to pushing the boundaries 

of building control technology and setting new standards in the industry. It also reflects the hard work and dedication 

of our entire team, as well as our unwavering commitment to delivering exceptional products to our clients and partners. 
ECLYPSE APEX was a game changer for the industry when it was launched and is still our most powerful HVAC / IoT 

Edge controller. What makes winning this Silver award special is that it has been voted for by the industry and it’s an 

honor to be acknowledged by our peers.”  

ECLYPSE APEX  
The ground-breaking ECLYPSE APEX is the most powerful of the ECLYPSE Connected Series Controllers and offers 

an enhanced cloud service solution that leverages built-in IoT Edge connectivity to system integrators, facilities & 

energy managers and developers. Design and installation are streamlined with this all-in-one HVAC and IoT controller 
while optimized maintenance, increased energy efficiency and easy troubleshooting are all inherit benefits. The 

ECLYPSE APEX controller offers enhanced performance and dedicated spaces to IoT and AI developers. Embedded 

RESTful API makes integration easier for systems integrators by enabling IT web services to easily interact with 
software applications. 

 

ECLYPSE APEX is also embedded with the incredible capabilities of the new ECLYPSE Building Intelligence software, 
a microservices-based software platform which facilitates the design, deployment, operation and maintenance of 

buildings with unprecedented efficiency. The vision for ECLYPSE Building Intelligence is to make buildings smarter, 

safer and greener, whilst ensuring it is easy and simple to deploy and also leveraging the power of a data model. It is 
a game changer for system integrators and leading digital partners who can leverage unparalleled openness and 

interoperability to deliver advanced digital services. Buildings implementing ECLYPSE Building Intelligence ensure the 

highest level of occupant satisfaction and minimal operational costs to maintain the highest level of asset value. 

About Distech Controls 

https://www.distech-controls.com/products/detail/947888/distech-controls/eclypse-apex
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Distech Controls connects people with intelligent building solutions through our forward-thinking technologies and 

services. It partners with customers to deliver innovative solutions that can provide better health, better spaces, and 

better efficiencies. Its passion for innovation, quality and sustainability guides its business, which serves multiple market 

segments through worldwide business divisions, service offices and a superior network of Authorized System 
Integrators and Distributors. Distech Controls is a subsidiary of Acuity Brands, Inc.   

For more information, visit the website www.distech-controls.com 

Distech Controls is a brand of Distech Controls Inc. and all the other brands are the property of their respective owners.   
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